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U.S. planes pound North Vietnam
SAIGON l API In the biggest aerial onslaught
since the bombing halt nearly 3^ years ago.
large forces of U.S. planes pounded enemy
targets yesterday in North Vietnam
Other allied pianes raked enemy positions on
South Vietnam's northern front after a break in
bad weather
For the first time in the war. North
Vietnamese fired a surface-to-air missile from
South Vietnamese soil Witnesses on the
northern front said the missile was fired at an
allied plane from one of the abandoned South
Vietnamese bases It missed the plane
AGROUND. BLOODY battles were reported
60-75 miles north of Saigon, where the North
Vietnamese opened a new front Wednesday

North Vietnamese tightened their lines close to
Quang Tri. the main objective of their eight-day
offensive on the northern front But the South
Vietnamese brought up heavy reinforcements.
Official U.S. sources said the raids on North
Vietnam, ordered by President Nixon, were
aimed at nearly every type of target The main
area was Quang Binh. North Vietnam's
southernmost province, and the enemy half of
the demilitarized zone
They cited the buildup of antiaircraft defenses
in the southern panhandle of North Vietnam, and
the troops and supply reserves that could be fed
into the offensive in the northern front of South
Vietnam.
SOURCES SAID the targets included fuel.

ammunition and other supply depots, long-range
artillery guns firing across the DMZ. troop
positions, trucks moving southward with war
supplies, truck parks, surface to air missile
batteries, antiaircraft artillery sites and MIG
air bases
The North Vietnamese radio claimed 10 US
jets had been shot down The US. Command
refused to say whether any planes had been lost
It was reported that the US Command
brought nearly all its 700 planes in the Indochina
theater into the bombing of North Vietnam, the
attacks on the northern front and against enemy
supply lines in Laos.
THE BLOWS were the most punishing since
the peak days before President Lyndon B

BG engineers to study
track bypass proposal
By Scott Scredon
Staff Reporter
A Bowling Green engineering firm
is to begin studying a proposal to build
an overpass or underpass to bypass the
Penn Central railroads tracks on the
east side of town, according to Bowling
Green Fire Chief Howard Rutter '
The proposal is a result of a letter
sent from Rutter to the Ohio Fire
Inspection Bureau in Columbus
requesting a recommendation to the
city's problem of maintaining a poorly
manned and equipped fire station on
the east side of the railroad tracks.
Rutter said
The east side station houses the only

equipment that could be used
immediately to fight a fire in the
University area if a train were blocking
roads running east and west through
the city.
Rutter said he received a return
letter from the Ohio Fire Inspection
Bureau Tuesday, saying it would be
better for the city to maintain just one
fire station I the downtown station > and
consider the possibility of constructing
an overpass or underpass
HE SAID THE Lester H
Poggemeyer engineering firm, which
received a copy of the recommendation
yesterday, will study the feasibility of

President refutes
enrollment testimony
A disputable University enrollment
figure was cited Wednesday as one of
the reasons why the Ohio General
Assembly should ratify the U.S.
Constitutional
amendment
guaranteeing equal rights to women
In her testimony to the assembly,
Ms. Manwyn Heath, representing the
Ohio Federation of Business and
Professional Womens' Clubs, said
there is an enrollment quota here of 60
per cent men and 40 per cent women.
President Hollis A. Moore Jr. said
yesterday the testimony was a surprise
to him.
"I don't know where she (Heath) got
her figures The University has no
enrollment quota and. if we did, it
wouldn't be 60 per cent men and 40 per
cent women. We are the only state
University in Ohio that has more

women than men.'' he said
DR. MOORE said he has been
unsuccessful in his attempts to contact
Ms Heath.
She testified that a 97.6 per cent high
school grade average is needed for
women to apply for a scholarship, while
men are required to have an 89 per cent
average
Ms. Heath also told the assembly that
Miami University requires that all
women wanting to be admitted must be
in the upper third of their high school
graduating class, as opposed to men
who need only be in the upper half of
their class.
The testimony was given at the first
hearing to ratify the constitutional
amendment currently before the House
State Government Committee.

'proposed site and prepare a cost
estimate for a bypass
In other action. Rutter said the fire
station on the east side of the railroad
tracks will continue to be manned by
one fireman and equipped with one
small grass fire fighter truck with no
ladder and a water pumper which
releases 1,000 gallons of water per
minute.
This has been the case since January,
when the University and the city of
Bowling Green reached a temporary
agreement to keep the station in
operation with a cost of about $5,000 a
month to the University.
Rutter said employing only one man
on duty at a lime is inadequate in
coping with fires on the east side.
"One man is very ineffective as far
as fire extinguishment is concerned."
he said
However, he said there is no room for
additional men at the east side station.
"It (east side station) has no space
available for any more than one man at
a time. There's no more room for
additional manpower out there: no
extra kitchen or bunks." Rutter said.
THE FUNDING of the fire station
has been changed since January,
according to Rutter.
With the passage of Ohio House Bill
475. the University must give the city
"an authorized per cent of the student's
registration fee to be turned over to the
cities for fire and police protection."
Rutter said.
He said each student contributes
about $2.50 to the funding of the east
side station.
Five new firemen are now being
trained for the city fire station. Rutter
said. They began their training March
27. and will finish May 3.
When they join the fire department,
he said, the more experienced fireman
will be moved to the east side station.

Aquatic facility 'hopeful'
Plans for a new physical education
complex have been under consideration
for over eight years.
Athletic Director Dick Young called
construction of a new complex "the top
athletic department priority" of the
long-range athletic planning
committee.
However, according to Dr Samuel
Cooper, chairman of the men's health
and physical education (HPE)
department, the Board of Regents
(which must approve all capital
planning) did not approve the priority
of a physical education center for the
1971-73 biennium.
"MAYBE in two years the plan will be
resubmitted and reconsidered." be
Mid.
Young said by the time all needed
facilities were completed, in "phases'"
over a period of years, the cost to the
University could come to as much as
nine to 10 million dollars.
The proposed complex would center
around construction of a new aquatic
facility, which would replace the
present natatorium built in 1939.

Content of the complex was
originally planned by a programming
committee appointed by former
University President William T.
Jerome III in 1968.
Dr Cooper said the plan
was
submitted to President Hollis Moore Jr
The report of the programming
committee said, "Phase 1
construction of the complex is to meet
the immediate essential needs for
indoor physical education recreation
and intramurals for men and women up
to an enrollment of 15.000
Point 10 of the Phase 1 building
specifies an aquatic facility as the
highest priority.
YOUNG SAID once Phase 1 was
completed, the athletic department
would shift its attention to Phases 2 and
3-building a new field house as a "play
area" for students and community
residents, and building a basketball
arena
similar
to
Ohio
University's Convocation Center.
Varsity swimming coach Tom Stubbs
said, he has hoped for a new aquatic
facility since he came to Bowling
Green nine years ago.
"A committee in 1964 listed the
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football stadium and Ice Arena as
higher priorities than a natatorium."
he said. "Since these were built, along
with the development of the fields
surrounding them, there has been no
other building ahead of the
natatorium."
Stubbs said he would like to see a
physical education complex
constructed in Bowling Green similar
to one built by the University of
Tennessee in 1966 for 1.7 million.
He said, "The first floor would have
three pools: an Olympic pool, diving
well and an adapted pool for the
handicapped."
THE SECOND floor would consist of
offices, classrooms, and activity area
and a spectator area for the pools. And,
like the Tennessee facility, there would
be a proposed outdoor pool as well.
Stubbs added.
Dr. Cooper said if the Board of
Regents ever approves construction of
a physical education complex, funds
would probably be acquired through
state appropriations, student fees,
federal assistance, gifts and fundraising efforts or a combination of any
or all the methods.
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Tonkin and from bases in South Vietnam and
Thailand
On the Saigon front, reports said three North
Vietnamese divisions had been committed to the
drive and had surrounded the district town of
Loc Ninh. 75 miles north of the capital
An Loc. capital of Binh Long Province 15 miles
south of Loc Ninh. was threatened from the east,
north and west
As dusk fell. North and South Vietnamese
troops were locked in bloody combat around Loc
Ninh Between 4,000 and 5,000 South Vietnamese
troops were in the area.
Officers in the field said casualties on both
sides were heavy.
Smaller clashes swirled closer to the South
Vietnamese capital
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Needs, cost: considerations
when buying life insurance
Editor's Note: The following Is the final article In a
three-part series on insurance policies aimed
specifically at college staseats.
By Ethel Green

Complex 'top priority'

By Du Casseday

11'

Johnson ordered a halt to the bombing of North
Vietnam in November 1968 In those days there
were massive strikes ranging from north of
Hanoi, the North Vietnamese capital, to the
demilitarized zone about 300 miles to the south
The U.S. Command said this week's attacks on
North Vietnam were "in response to the
invasion of the Republic of South Vietnam by
North Vietnamese forces who crossed the
demilitarized zone.'' It added the raids also were
to help protect U.S. forces. The strikes will be of
limited duration, the command said
Three U.S. destroyers offshore bombarded
North Vietnamese positions along the
demilitarized zone.
THE PLANES used in the big strike in the
North came from three carriers in the Gulf of

If the responsibility for choosing an insurance
company rests with the individual, how does a student
avoid signing u,i with a company that may take
advantage of him?
Michael Delaney, assistant professor of insurance,
said a student should consider two factors when
deciding to buy life insurance-his needs and the
amount of money he can afford to spend.
He said he thinks a student's main need is to
guarantee his insurability later in life.
BEFORE a person can buy insurance, he must pass
a medical examination. Usually he has a better chance
of passing the examination when he is younger and
supposedly in better health.
Delaney said by buying a policy with a guaranteed
insurability clause, the insured person will be able to
buy additional life insurance at any later time,
regardless of his physical health.
Choosing a good company and agent is probably the
hardest insurance problem facing a student.
Dan Kirk, senior (B.A.) and an agent for Columbus
Mutual, said he thinks it is impossible to choose a good
company merely by analyzing the costs since it is
difficult to predict what a company's wealth will be in
future years.
Robert Meeker, general agent for Connecticut
Mutual, said he thinks students should check reference
books such as "Best" and "Flitcraft "
HE SAID he personally believes a student cannot go
wrong if he chooses a company ranked in the lop 50-75
organizations since they have a solid history of
performance.
However. Meeker's associate, Jeff Hardy, said no
book can really tell the entire insurance story. He
suggested checking with several agents and their
clients.

Bill Violet, agent for Fidelity Union Life of Dallas,
said there are three important factors to consider
when buying an insurance policy-the individual
seeking the policy, the company and the agent.
According to Violet, the agent is the most important
element. A good agent is experienced with proven good
service to his clients and trustworthy, he said
Marty Stancik. senior (B.A.) and an agent for
Mutual of New York, does not care for the analysis
offered in "Best." which he said could mean many
things.
"TO ME it's like using Playboy or Cosmopolitan
magazines to find out about insurance." he said
He prefers "Flitcraft." which he said shows the
premiums for different company policies
He said he thinks students should talk to several
agents before deciding on an insurance policy.
Delaney said one important factor in choosing an
insurance company is whether or not the organization
is licensed in New York.
"While it should not be the entire basis for a
decision, it can be helpful since New York has the
toughest insurance laws." he said.
"There are many good companies that are not
licensed in New York, but if I ran across a company
that was licensed in all states except New York. I
would be a little wary." he said.
ALTHOUGH their companies are licensed in New
York, both Meeker and Stancik agreed there are many
good companies not licensed in that state.
Kirk said one reason his company isn't licensed in
New York is under state law. the highest commission
an agent may receive for a first-year premium is 55
per cent. His company pays its agents a higher
commission, he said.
Violet said the commission ceiling is supposed to
help the purchaser, but it may not be ethically right.
He predicted that the law concerning first-year
commissions will eventually be changed.
His company. Fidelity Union, is licensed in all states
except New York.
-, 7
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art of the possible

war goes on
By Jenkin Lloyd Jones
In the continuing effort of the Nixon administration to deescalate the Vietnam war, the President yesterday ordered 400
U.S. planes to drop hundreds of thousands of pounds of bombs on
North Vietnam.
The attacks, the heaviest on the north since the bombing halt in
1968, are designed to stop the present drive of the North Vietnamese into South Vietnam
Three aircraft carriers and five destroyers offshore aided in the
bombardment.
In an election year it seems reasonable for the youth of this
country, who have given 55,000 lives to the war effort, to assess
the Nixon position.
Four years ago Nixon ran as a peace candidate. He said it was
the Democrats' war and he had a plan to end their war -Vietnam izat ion
This year the war is Nixon's and he is talking of leaving U.S.
troops and air support in South Vietnam indefinitely. A number of
the Democrats have proposed a total withdrawal of U.S. support
within 90days after the election.
This is the only way out of the war the American and Vietnamese people have been suffering through for the past decade.
If Nixon is re-elected, it is very likely we will not disengage
from this conflict which has caused a monstrous cost in lives and
literally killed the very nature of Vietnam.
All we ask is that eligible voters use their intelligence when it
comes time to choose candidates who will someday make policy
decisions for the nation. And maybe, just maybe, we won't be
fooled again

Editor's Note: Jeakia Lloyd Jones Is a
•yadlcated columnist whose articles
appear la 15* aewspaperi nationwide. He
received the William Allen White Award
In 1157, and Is n past president of both the
American Society of Newspaper Editors
and the United States Chamber of
Commerce. Jones Is na expert oa world
travel, having toured lit countries in
fear round-the-world-trips, and having
authored In 1K4 • book titled "The
Changing WorldThere is only one thing wrong with
young idealists.
They haven't been around long enough
to understand the Art of the Possible.
They have plenty of righteous
indignation,
plenty
of justified
impatience at the stupid things that their
elders have done, plenty of causes and
zeal.
It is at the trade-off where they fall
down
Nearly every change in human affairs
is a trade-off. There are benefits. There
are costs. The automobile is a great
convenience. Its exhaust is a cost. An
anti-pollution exhaust system is another

cost It makes cars more expensive or
less powerful, or both. We must judge
how much we want to trade off for an
undoubted benefit
WE ARE CONSTANTLY saying.
"There oughta be a law!" A law is an
effort to restrain destructive human
conduct and force desirable human
conduct. It curbs the freedom of the
individual, ostensibly for the benefit of
the mass.
The university radical demands the
utmost in personal freedom. He also
embraces economic philosophies that
require a high degree of regimentation
and restraints upon the individual. He
can't have both ways. There is no such
thing as collectivism coupled with a
comfortable anarchy.
Repression under collectivist systems
is not a matter of mal administration It
is logical and inevitable.
Idealism is not enough. Activism is not
enough. Torquemada was an idealist. He
was determined to stamp out*
ungodliness, even if he had to burn
thousands at the stake. Attila, the Hun,
was an activist. From his boundless
energy and enthusiasm there arose
mountains of skulls

MOST GREAT tyrannies have been the
product of self-justified perfectionists
The Salem witch-burners really thought
they were confounding the Devil In the
16th century half the population of
Germany died in honest dispute over the
will of God. The Terror of the French
Revolution was created by men who
thought they had the key to ultimate
justice.
Wisdom is an understanding of the
tradeoff. The rich record of human
experience is a useful guide. The fevered
leader who says that "history is
irrelevant" is trying to burn the maps
and throw away the compasses
Older people tend to exaggerate the
undesirability of change They have
carved out their niches. They are
comfortable. They have lost their
creative zeal and fear newness merely
because it is new They need to be shaken
up
BUT BECAUSE new approaches are
not necessarily evil it does not follow
that change must be good Throughout
the history of the world those who burnt
the libraries, toppled the light-house,
gutted the temples and destroyed the

seats of learning were all convinced that
any change must be an improvement. As
we look back upon the dark ages that
usually followed the dying fires we know
better-or should.
A young person is entitled to make
mistakes But no one who has a normal
mentality is entitled to be stupid As soon
as one can read one forfeits the right to
ignore
Bridge Out" and "High
Voltage" signs.
Most good things carry penalities. The
invention of a sewer system sweetened
back yards but fouled rivers. Control of
epidemic diseases has produced the
population explosion The unbreakable
plastic bottle helps clog the city dumps.
The Art of the Possible involves
detecting the difference between good
winds that blow some ill. and ill winds
that blow some good. It involves the
difficult and distressing business of
sifting confusions to develop a
reasonable course of action.
It is too complicated to be put on a
waved placard It won't fit into a glib
slogan It requires brain effort.
Zeal and passion are useful for getting
something moving But the quality of
what is put in motion is the first and
overwhelming obligation of the mover.

let's hear from you
The B(! News welcomes all letters to the editor and opinion columns
Letters may comment on any other letter, column or editorial
Letters should be a maximum of 300 words, typewritten We ask that
columns be no more than four typed pages triple-spaced
The News maintains the right to edit all submissions that exceed these
limits, with respect to the laws of libel and proper taste
Letters and columns must include the author s name, address and
phone number, and may be mailed to (he Editor, CO The l)(i News. 108
University Hall
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that magic age-21

-PVesterday at 5:59 p.m. I made that
perilous crossing from the wild,
wreckless, immature days of my youth
to Instant Adulthood.
! I turned 21
: Staff members noticed the transition
Instantly. Suddenly I was no longer the
■flighty, irresponsible, happy-go-lucky
minor who had wasted the early
afternoon considering the relative
.merits of a Friday night at a downtown
bar as opposed to a wild party at a
friend's apartment.
| I was now wise, responsible, sober and
'mature, deeply engrossed in the
-problems facing us these days-problems
-like war. pollution, discrimination and
•poverty, which 1 had never even
■considered before
; And I could not help but sadly shake
.' my head when 1 saw others who had not
:yet reached this impressive age. They
! were such children.
: WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON I was
| the legal responsibility of my parents.
■ but as of late Thursday afternoon, the
1 state suddenly considered me mature
.' enough to be responsible for my own
■ actions
; Wednesday I could sign a contract (if
; anyone was stupid enough to actually
j allow a child to sign a contract with him)

and blissfully break it because I was not
old enough to be held responsible for R.
But those cheerful days are gone now.
At 5:59 the responsibilities of the world
came crashing down on my shoulders.
However, I'm now intelligent and
strong enough to withstand the pressure.
Wednesday I was considered too young
to drink anything but 3.2 beer. But I've
been instantly transformed into a woman
who can hold her liquor.
{Woman! It sends chills up and down
my spine. Wednesday I was only a
"girl")
I CAN GO out and get married this
weekend if I feel like it Last weekend I'd
have needed Mom and Dad's permission
first
And I can buy a car of my own and rent
an apartment of my own. tJust last
month I found a house for next year, but I
was only a child when I signed the lease,
so 1 had to ask my parents to sign a
statement that they would pay my rent if
I ever forgot to do it myself.)
I can do ail sorts of fantastic things
now. But. you know, it's a good thing I
couldn't do all this until yesterday. I
couldn't have handled it Wednesday
Of course, turning 21 isn't as great as it
used to be. At one time, one of the special
privileges for us Instant Adults was the
vote. But they've gone and given that to
those 18-year-old children
Is nothing sacred anymore?
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LBuers
try a new education concept
What is The Merrill-Palmer Institute?
A place where faculty and students learn
as they work with (professionals),
community leaders, children and
families in a great urban area. Far more
than the traditional educational settinga chance to go beyond peering through a
looking glass at humanity to an indepth
involvement in the building of a
foundation for the enhancement of
human potential.
Merrill-Palmer offers a one year
program of study in lieu of one year at
your university for students majoring in
sociology,
psychology,
human
development, education
and other
related fields.
We as students feel that studv at

Merrill-Palmer means involvement
There exists a great amount of individual
responsibility even though few external
pressures are present Students find
themselves doing work because they
want to learn and become self-motivated
in the learning process

FLEXIBLE

RELATIONSHIPS

between students and faculty enhance
the learning experience along with
contributions from professionals and
para-professionals in the community.
Every student considering study at The
Merrill-Palmer Institute must plan to
get involved in order to make it a
worthwhile year
Uniqueness can also be found in the
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Everybody
wants
equality.
Unfortunately, no one can agree on what
equality is. Also regretful Is the fact that
the fight for equality is being waged by
minority groups rather than individuals.
Since everyone is a member of several
minority groups, and such groups often
disagree on bask principles, it is
impossible for any group to receive all of
its demands.
Consider, for instance, competition to
get on an athletic team. If a woman and a
man press for a position on a tennis team
and the man gets the position, the
woman claims it to be a case of
discrimination against women If the
woman gets the position, her desire for
equality ends when shower time arrives.
She will probably expect a separate
locker room.
If the struggle is between a white and a
black, and the Mack gets the position, the
white will swear he was rejected because
the team is required to have a certain

number of blacks regardless of
qualifications.
On the other hand, if the white gets the
spot, the black would probably declare
bigotry In a Protestant school, a
Catholic rejected from a team might feel
discriminated against, as would a
Protestant if the situation was reversed.
Of course, such cases of discrimination
do sometimes occur, but not nearly as
often
as they are declared.
Discrimination has become an excuse
for anyone not getting his own way. Too
many people ignore the qualifications
and characters of individuals and look
instead at the minority group to which
they belong.
Furthermore, people often present
themselves not as individuals, but as
members of a group Until people can be
judged by themselves, there will be no
equality.
DaveSteen
260 Kohl Hall

campus living experience As students
we find that our living in houses with
about ten others of similar interests, but
varying backgrounds draws us together
and leads to stimulating conversations
and
dynamic
inter-personal
relationships.
In some ways the amount of freedom
at Merrill-Palmer has entailed a
struggle for students to adjust to this
life-learning style. Our belief that
students and faculty can work together
in shared experiences, with each

individual making valuable contributions
to the growth of others demands an
individual committment
For additional information, contact your
campus representative. Vergil Ort, or
write to The Merrill-Palmer Institute. 71
E Ferry. Detroit. Michigan 48202
Kathy Weddell.Ohio Wesleyan U
Jan Bogrow. U. of Rhode Island
Peggv Thomson Stewart. Eastern Mich
U.

study general fund
Following is a letter sent to various
people and departments who have
considerable influence in determining
how the money for this University is
collected and spent.
"It has come to the attention of the
Student Advisory Board of the School of
Music. Bowling Green State University,
that the applied music fee of 130 per
credit hour of applied music assessed to
each student in the School of Music goes
directly into the General Fund, which
supports the entire academic community
of the University. It has been
misunderstood by parents and students
that these fees go directly to the School
of Music.
Music students, both major and minor,
average approximately, two credit hours
of applied music per quarter for the four
years that they are enrolled in the School
of Music.
This results in additional fees of J720
per student in the School of Music.
Therefore, we feel that these applied
musk fees should be eliminated."

The above letter is important to the
entire student body of BGSU. in that, a
study of how the General Fund is funded
and how it is allocated to the various
departments should be made because
students should be able to know where
their money goes
Student Advisory Board to the School of
Music

.

so they say
Mayor Richard Daley's reaction to
George McGovern's victory hi
Wisconsin primary this week:
"This McGevern's going to have all
these woolly-heads nreaad
>ead bens, be ■»**'
as well forget
of.*
kind of people.'
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'Dork continent' myth blamed
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Debbra views racial problem

'Gig Expo': a follow-up
By Bob Simmons
On Feb 24. 1972, the
University held its first
minority conference. "Gig
Expo 72". a black
conference sponsored by the
placement office Ethnics
Studies and the Black
Student Union IBSU).
The purpose of this
conference was to enlighten
black students about today's

job market and to help them
plan a suitable curriculum
around information gathered
from the conference.
"Gig Expo" also offered
seniors seeking jobs a
chance for interviews with
prospective employers. It
gave underclassmen a
chance to question the field
of education they were
considering.
The conference was a

Graduation forms
must be returned

In preparation for the
conference to be held next
winter quarter, students are
asked to prepare certain
material that may make

Frizzie21 biggies-wear your earrings
and we'll all go have a drink-

Applications for June graduation must be turned in this
week, according to Ms Magdelena Baker, recorder.
A student must apply to graduate.
The applications may either be mailed or turned in
personally at the information window in the Administration
Bldg Ms Baker said she prefers the applications be turned
in personally, reducing the chance of they being lost in the

I & k, The News Staff
FLICKS

mail.

How Can Christian
Science Help You?

STUDY IN EUROPE
THIS SUMMERApplications are still being accepted for these
BGSU Summer Study Programs in Europe:
SUMMER PROGRAM IN ROME. ITALY
Jum 19 August 11 S73b

An out-of-pocket" parting fee may be in
store for faculty and staff.
Two resolutions passed by the Parking Services Committee yesterday called for initiation of the fee and recommended it be set at
110.
Dr. Richard Wright, chairman of the committee, said the purpose of the fee would be to
provide additional revenue for classified personnel parking, which is projected to be running in the red for next year.
He said the recommended f 10 fee is only an
arbitrary figure set as a springboard for
"further official discussion in the area."
According to Paul Nusser, University
treasurer and controller, parking fee waivers
for academic and administrative personnel
are paid from the general fund, and total
JJ0.0O0 for the current fiscal year.

05
• «sss-

•■fifi

Further parking fee waivers of 18.337 are
paid from an auxiliary fund for all auxiliary
personnel parking.
Auxiliary personnel include all nonteaching and non-administrative University
personnel.
Nusser said it is unlikely Parking Services
will be able to sUy out of debt this year with
iU current budget.
Wright said, "If possible, we would like to
maintain the current monies from University
funds as well as the out-of-pocket charge for
classified personnel."
He said the policy recommendation of $10
would cost those charged about 85 cents per
month.
A $10 fee would still be "considerably
below" that of other Ohio sUte universities,
he added.

i

6:00 and
10:30

U. HALL MAIN AUDITORIUM

ATTENTION
SISTERS AND BROTHERS!
The following Ethnic Studies courses
still have available space:
0646

Government & Politics of South Africa 490
Instructor, M. Nwanze, 4 hr. credit 6-10 p.m.
Tues.

0451

Mass Media & Minority Groups 300, Instructor, R. Lomas, 4 hr. credit

<

u.

OC
UJ

z

LU

Q- < D -J

6:00 and
10:30

UJ

r=

U.A.O.

The Arrangement
$1.00
VIVA MAX
FREE

Ms. Baker advised students to fill out the expected date of
graduation on the form or it will be mailed back to them.
Applications may be picked up at the information window

Come In And Talk
With Ed Hawkins, Christian
Science Campus Counselor
MONDAY 15 P.M.,
HARRISON RM. UNION

their visits with employers
much more effective.
Junior candidates who will
be seniors in the fall are
asked to prepare a set of
credentials which will be a
means of introduction to a
prospective
employer.
Materials
for
this
information are on hand at
the placement office.
on the third floor of the
Student Services Bldg.

successful venture and was
the start of something new.
according to the placement
office In following years it
hopes that "Gig Expo" will
be more informative and
helpful to the students

ALL OVER the world
people are trying to get
away from racial hangups,
the ambassador said, but
Ghana hat no racial
problems
"There is no racial
problem at all because we
are brought up under the
Christian doctrine of one big
fellowship of man and we
practice H." he said.
Dr Debbra said it is
important to get ideas about
Africa straight in order to
understand persons in this
country who have an African
origin. He said knowing

out-of-pocket parking fee

1
1

,
°"1 '* P*"' °' a •"'••■<'aV conference on Africa which will last
through Saturday.

Part Time
Folk Singer

DcbbrO

ambassador
from
Zambia to the United
Sutes. will be the special
guest.
An African cultural show,
featuring a live band from
Chicago, will begin at 7:30
in the Amani Room,
Saturday night.' Tickets for
the event may be purchased
at the Ethnic Studies Office
in the Graduate Center for
50 cents, or at the door for 7}
cents.
All other events are free
and open to the public.

Faculty, staff may face

1

Dr. E. Dcbbia. ambossador from Ghana lo the United Stales,
speaks an "The Absurdity of the Dark Continent Concept." His

Black African People!
Association (BAPA) at
BGSU
The conference began last
night when Dr. Debbra was
special guest In •
symposium entitled "The
Abusurdity of the Dark
Continent Concept."
A program on the
Organization ol African
Unity (OAU) will be held
tonight beginning at 7 in
the Main Auditorium of the
Math-Science Bldg
The
honorable E. Mwlla M. P.,

Athlete

Qf

Dr. Debbra said the black
man came to North
America as a slave from a
supposedly "dark continent"
and was therefore treated as
a second-class citiien.
Ke said it is not true that
Africa is "dark." and people
ought to "clear themselves
of these myths."
"Africa is the cradle of
some of the world's greatest
civilizations," he said, "It

DR. DEBBRA said one of
the services Americans can
render to Africa is to accept
and help the African
student in the American
schools and universities.
"When we gained our
independence we almost had
to start from scratch." he
said, referring to the school
system and roads in his
country.
The ambassador explained
that before Ghana can have
the types of roads and
schools it wants, the people
must be educated to build
them.
He added that in order for
the Ghana student to receive
a good education, he must
attend school in a foreign
country.

1

Part of the racial problem
in American is a result of the
belief that Africa is a "dark
continent," according to Dr.
E. Debbra. ambassador
from Ghana to the United
SUtes.

more about Africa will help
persons to understand the
black man in this society.
"If we are able to train our
young men and women in the
real facts of life, how it
really is. then they will be
able to build a better world."
he said.
DR. DEBBRA is on
campus as part of a threeday conference on Africa
which will last through
Saturday The program is
sponsored by the Ethnic
Studies Program and the

Part Time

has influenced some of the
great art forms."

By Petty Bailey
Sun Reporter

5
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From Scandinavia,
health for your face.
Kan0n's philosophy says that what makes a man's face handsome is not just
the right set of features. Most of all, Kanatn says a man's face must look strong, firm,
proud, young. Healthy.
In keeping with this philosophy, we present you with a complete line of aids
for a man's face. Kanon After Shave, Face Conditioner, Rich Shave Foam, Astringt
Face Scrub, Face Tone-Up Mask, Face Tan, Things that will keep your face looking
lookinj
and feeling as if you've spent your life outdoors.
Kani«n, for the care and preservation
of the male body for living, loving and
enjoying life lo its full.

0

It is not too late to register.

Call Ethnic Studies (2-2796)
for further information.

SUMMER PROGRAM IN MADRID. SPAIN
Junt 19 August 11. S675 lot undergraduates

SUMMER PROGRAM IN CHAMRERY.
FRANCE
June 15 August 11. S725 for undergraduates
Both graduate and undergraduate students may be accepted
in these programs For further information contact the Oe
partment of Romance Languages

SUMMER SEMINAR ON RUSINESS
ARROAD (EUROPE)
June 26 July 20: contact Dr John Davidson.
College of Business Administration

SUMMER LITERATURE STUDY IN
ENGLAND
August 8 September 5. S 790 for undergraduates
Contact Or. Ralph Wolfe. Department of English

- OR THIS FALL!
ACADEMIC YEAR PROGRAM IN
SALZBURG. AUSTRIA
October 1. 1972 June 30. 1973. $2,075
Contact tin Department of German

ACADEMIC YEAR PROGRAM IN MADRID.
SPAIN
October 2. 1972 June 7. 1973. S2.100
Contact the Department of Romance languages

Onpr
NATIONAL
PUBLIC
RADIO
presents

kin»n Allcr Sluve: JS 00
Kjnan Rich Shaw Fojm: J2.S0

Kan#fl F*ce Conditioner $5.00

OWBGU-FM
NATIONAL PUBLIC
RADIO MEMBER STATION

soun
AN ANTHOLOGY OF RADIO DRAMA

SUNDAY NIGHTS
APRIL 9, 16, 23, 30,
iTHE JARROT SYNDROME
l MARYGOLD RAVINE
I MRS. DALLY HAS A LOVER

9:30 P.M.
MAY 7, 14, 21

• ALL THAT FALL
• WHERE DOES A GIANT GORRILLA SLEEP?
• FIVE MINUTES MORE
•TINKERS DAMN

WANT TO KEEP THAT NICE FLORIDA TAN?
TRY SOME KAN0N FACE TAN TO KEEP
YOUR REGULAR TAN A LITTLE LONGER.
REGULAR $2 EACH, SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER. ONLY 69c

AND0Nt,AT

NICHOLS

4/IK. MNm, ***,. Apr! fc '»7J

Work program discussed

Memorial Hall
tourney slated

•
'

Sociology group meets
The
Importance
and
possibility or establishing a
social work program in
Bowling Green was the
major discussion topic at the
Wednesday meeting of the
Sociology Undergraduates'
Interest Group.
In an open discussion, a
group member said positions

The SUte basketball championship tournament (or the
trainable mentally retarded will be held in Memorial Kail
today and tomorrow ,
The tournament, being held here for the second year, is
sponsored by the Ohio Hi*h School Athletic Association and
the Student Council (or Exceptional Children.
Sixteen teams from all over Ohio are expected to
participate in the tournament which begins at noon. Play will
continue through 10 p m tomorrow and resume Saturday at
U a.m. The championship game is set for 3 p.m. Saturday
Saturday at 9 a.m. a foul shooting contest will be held, with
competition in several age brackets and divided between
boys and girli.
There is no admission charge but donations will be
accepted at the door. Friday's games will be played halfcourt because of the large number of teams participating
while Saturday's championship rounds will be played full-

ACT group
rally Saturday

court

Sam Wenger, junior (A*S), it equipped with a few spring
quarter necessities. A game of f ritbee on the inner campus is a
leisurely break from classes and studies.

SIGN UP FOR FREDDIE FALCON
BEGINS APRIL 10
APPLICATIONS MAY BE OBTAINED
FROM OFFICE OF STUDENT
ACTIVITIES, 405 S.S. BLDG.
COMPLETED APPUCA TIONS MUST BE
RETURNED TO STUDENT ACTIVITIES

405 S.S. BLDG. BY APRIL 14, 4 P.M.

International Jobs
Europe South AIMIKI. Asia. Am
train USA Openings in ill fields
Social Sciences. Business Sciences.
Engineering. Education, etc Alaska
construction and pipeline work Earnings to $500 weekly Summer or
permanent Pard eipenses. bonuses
travel Complete current information
only S3 00 Money back guarantee
Apply early lor best opportunities
write now'" International Employ
ment Bon 721 B5S9. Peabody Mai
sechusetls 01960 {Not an employ
ment agency)

NO MORE PENCILS, NO MORE BOOKS,
NO MORE TEACHERS' DIRTY LOOKS.

Active Christians Today
(ACT) will hold a rally
tomorrow at 7 p.m. in the
forum
of
the
Student
Services Bldg.
Hank Nare. an ex-convict
from Cincinnati, will speak
about what effects Christ
has had on his life.
Also speaking will be Rev
Gary
Edwards,
campus
minister
at
Ball
State
University, Muncie. Ind.
The rally will be informal
and is free and open to the
public

SEE YOU AT

THE

KD
ARCADE

for social workers on the
faculty would have to be
created by the administration
through
reappropriation of funds set
aside for other University
projects
Another student indicated
there were several potential
practical courses available
in the sociology department,
but most of them are being
taught
as
pure
science
courses.
The group decided to plan
its course of action for
informing
the
administration of the need for an
applied sociology program
next week.
Marcy Folk, junior 1A&S1
and group coordinator, said

with the approval of the
department, students can
participate in a summer
internship program. However, the said they must find
a job in an area relating to
their interests.
Tony Camerato, senior
(A&S), said the group's
responsibility now is to
inform all sociology students
interested in social work and
applied sociology that there
is DO related program for
them at the University and
that they should possibly
look into other universities
for practical experience.
The group will hold its
next meeting in the Taft
Room, Union, Wednesday,
April 12. at 5 30 pm

Honor students named
More than 2.000 of the University's 12.900 undergraduate
students maintained a 3.5 or higher grade point average and
have been named to the winter quarter honors list.
Women outnumbered men by about 50 per cent.
Exactly 489 of those recognized earned 4.0 averages, or
straight A's. The list includes 463 freshmen, 460 sophomores.
498 juniors and 633 seniors.
The College of Education has 1,097 honor students: the
College of Business Administration, 299; the College of Arts
and Sciences, 601; and the College of Music, 57.
Grades are computed on a 4.0 basis.

IN CONCERT

BLOODROCK
SPECIAL GUEST

TONIGHT
6:30-8 P.M.

Mike Quatro Jamband
PLUS

Toledo's Own The ENTERTAINERS
Fri. April 14. 8 P.M. Sports Arena
4.50 Adv. Tickets
5.50 Door
Phone Order At Toledo Sports Arena 691-2403

YOU know
YOUR own

STYLG

Men appreciate the
way we get their
shirts sparkling white or
color bright.
(They like the
low cost, too)
• 33c hued, M« wt
• BEST DEAL & SERVICE IN TOWN
0 18 CONVENIENT PARKING SPACES
RIGHT AT OUR FRONT DOOR

^5*

"They' can't
tell you what to

TWA INTRODUCES THE 1972
GETAWAY PROGRAM.
This ad wasn't written to amuse you. It was
written to get you to think. To think of how few
school vacations you may have left.
Before you know it. the 9 to 5 hassle will be
starting. So this summer may be your last real
chance to travel. To help you plan your getaway, let
us send you our free Getaway" Kit.
- With the Kit vou can get:
■ TWA's Stutelpass*
A coupon booklet that gives you a room and
continental breakfast in either a guesthouse or
student hotel in Europe for only $4.80 a night.
,; No advance reservations are needed.
Also included are free coupons that can be used
5 for bullfights, use of a bicycle, theater t ickets.
sightseeing and more.
TWA's Bed and Breakfast Adventures.
2- to 7-day guesthouse packages to any of 60
I European cities. Among them Amsterdam, where
J. you can spend 3 days for only $22. And Athens,
o where 3 nights cost only $16.
5 TWA's Getaway* Card Applicati' n.
;; With TWA's Getaway Card, you can charge
- airfare, hotels, meals, car rentals. Getaway
packages and more. And then take up to two years
to pay.
It's the most widely distributed, widely accepted

airline card in the world. And it's free.
TWA's Youth Passport* Card.
If you're 12 thru 21. you can get 1/3 olf normal
domestic coach flights, on a standby basis.
Plus discounts on over 20 other airlines in the
United Slates, Canada, and Europe.
The card also gets you discounts at over 700 shops
and hotels around the world.
TWA's Getaway* Guidebook.
A 224-page guidebook highlighting 19 of the most
popular cities in the world.

TWA

weai anymore. The day
they stopped making minis
was the day you started mak
ng them. Because no one
knows better than you what
best for you. There are fad:
and fashions in monthly pro
ection, loo. And they'll try tol
tell you the old fashioner,
ways ore wiser. Or the new
gimmicks are the answer But
you know best.
You know you can rely best
Dn Tampax tampons. For com
fortable. dependable, invisi
ble protection. And you know
you'll get the absorbencysize
that's right for you. Because
only Tampax tampons offe
three sizes: Regular, Supei
and Junior.
But you know that.

PLEASE SEND ME
JDENTV YOUTH GETAWAY KIT.
TWA, P.O. Box 876
FarminRdale, NY. 11735

"Long's Cleaners »re Professionals"
110 E. Nipoleon
Ph. 353-8212

NEED A JOB?
STARTING SALARY
$7,696-89,496

BENEFITS
FREE MEDICAL AND DENTAL CARE, TRAVEL.
30 DAYS PAID VACATION AND MUCH MORE

POSITION
LINE OFFICER, PILOT OR FLIGHT OFFICER

EMPLOYER
UNITED STATES NAVY

Our only Intmtt I, praMcUng you

NAVY OFFICER INFO TEAM
UNIVERSITY HALL-1st FLOOR
8 AM.4 P.M. APRIL 10 & 11
AD COUHTESTY Of

BOOK & HORNER MARATHON
405 E. WOOSTEI ST.

jI M> travel aRMrt B
S'tXUf lll.lt k-MW lit ■»! «Allll->l\lK \w TWA

0072

TWA
-*—^

AND-

HAGER PHOTO STUDIOS
72414 SOUTH SUMA4IT ST.

i
i
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'Week to Blacken' to begin Sunday nighf
By Kenny HUM

Ruby Dee, Donny Hofhowoy to accent activities

"Week to Blacken"' is the
theme of this year's Black
Culture Week.
This week of black
awareness will be held April
9-15. and is sponsored bv the
Black Student Union (BSU).
Ethnic Studies and the
Student Activities Office
The week will feature
lectures, films, discussions,
a concert, dinner and a
dance
Appearances by Ruby Dee
and singer Donny Hathaway,
black artists, will highlight
the activities
THE GOSPEL Choir will
begin the week's events with
a concert Sunday at 7:30
P in at St. Mark's Lutheran
Church.
Patrons will have a chance
to hear selections from the
choir's first album, which
will be formally released
Sunday A reception at the
church will follow the
concert.
All afternoon programs

University of Toledo, will
speak at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday
in the Grand Ballroom.
Union.

lubyDee

Donny Hathaway

next week will be held at I in
the Amani Room
Some of the top speakers
will be Playthell Benjamin,
associate professor at
Dubois Institute of Black
Studies at the University of
Massachusetts Benjamin
will give an address Monday

at 7.30 p.m. in the Grand
Ballroom. Union. Rev.
Charles Keon. national
chairman of the United
Front, a civil rights group
active in Cairo. Ill . and Al
Tony Gilmore. a graduate
assistant in the history
department
at the

DR. PHILLIP Foyster. a
member of the English
department at Fisk
University, will be the
featured speaker Wednesday
at 7:30 p.m. in the Grand
Ballroom.
Dr. Foyster will head the
program dealing with
poetry. Also participating in
the program will be students
who have written and or
published poetry.
On Thursday actress Ruby
Dee will speak after the
afternoon showing of the
film "Black Soldier" and at
7:30 p.m. in the Grand
Ballroom. Union.
Ms. Dee will give some
dramatic readings and
discuss the role of the black
woman.
Benjamin. Gilmore. Rev.
Keon. and Dr. Foyster will
also conduct afternoon
sessions in the Amani on the
same days they are
scheduled for evening
speeches.
FRIDAY will be dedicated
to "The Motherland" and
will include two films.
"Portrait in Black and
White" and "Heritage of
Slavery." during the
afternoon.

There will also be an
African dinner with a menu
of meals from three African
nations The dinner will
begin at 6 p.m. in the
northeast section of
Commons dining hall
The African Dance Band
of Chicago and the

Caribbean Harps of
Cleveland will provide the
entertainment, with local
residents participating in
the show.
Ticket for the dinner are
$2 and can be purchased in
405 Student Services Bldg.
Singer Donny Hathaway
will give a concert Saturday

evening at 8 in Memorial
Hall Tickets for the concert
are $1.50.
After the concert there
will be an Afro-Ball in the
Men's Gym from 10:30 p.m
to330 am
A STUDENT art exhibit
will be on display in the
Amani all week.

The exhibit will include ""
works by Ed Parker,
assistant director of arts
for the Cleveland Board of
Education
Parker, a 1971 June
graduate of Kent State
University with a masters
degree in fine arts, will display art works that may
be purchased.
He will also bring 10/
sculptures to be placed in the
Black Culture Room in the Library

Orphans' Ftst
volunteers

lav. Charles Koen

There will be an
organizational meeting of
volunteers interested hi
helping with the Orphans
Festival at 6:10 p.m. tonight
In the Amani Room.
The Orphans' Festival will
be held next Saturday, April
15, as a part of Black Cotter*
Week.

Gospel
Choir

The BGSU Gospel Choir will kick oH Block Culture Week with a concert Sunday
evening at 7. The group will do selections from their first album to be released
Sunday.

I!
I

Journalism Week to begin Monday
Joseph J O'Conor. executive
editor of The Toledo Blade, will
be the main speaker next Monday
as the School of Journalism
begins its second annual
Journalism Week.
O'Conor will give the Grove
Patterson Address in honor of the
past editor-in-chief of the Blade.
The speech will begin at 7 p.m
in the Alumni Room. Union.
ON TUESDAY. April 11 a panel
discussion on "Emerging Issues
in Broadcasting" will be held
from 10 a.m. to noon in the White

Media professionals to highlight
Dogwood Room. Union.
Panelists will be Gordon Ward,
news anchorman at WSPD-TV.
Channel 13. Toledo: Irwin
Young, assistant general
manager of Midwestern
Broadcasting Co. (WOHOI.
Toledo; Craig Edwards, news
director at WOHO; and Tom
Perna. news director at WSPDTV.

Another panel discussion.
"Trends in Photojournalism."
will be held from 2 to 5 p.m in
the White Dogwood Room.
Panelists will be Al DeBat.
associate picture editor, Playboy
magazine; Bruce Sinner, head
photographer at the Blade; John
Durniak. photo editor, Time
Magazine; Richard Stolley,
assistant managing editor, Life

magazine, and Harold Buell.
director of photography.
Associated Press
On Wednesday, April 12 Theta
Sigma Phi, women's journalism ,
honorary, will hold an
anniversary luncheon at 1 p.m. in
the Pheasant Room, Union.

program

York) Times-Union will speak at
7:30 p.m. in the Alumni Room.
Union. Her topic will be "The
Progress of Women in
Communications.'.'
Thursday. April 13 will be
Public Relations Day. Theme for
the day will be "Creativity for
Public Relations."
Luncheon and initiation in
Kappa Tau Alpha, national
journalism honor society, will be
held at noon in the Alumni Room,
Union.
William Newkirk. director of
public relations. Goodyear Tire
and Rubber Company in Akron,
will speak on "Creativity: A
Must in PR" at a dinner*
Thursday evening at the
Holiday Inn.
Cocktails will be served at 5:30
p.m. (cash bar) and dinner will
begin at 6:15 p.m.

beginning Friday. Theme of the
conference will be "Is There
Really a New Journalism?"
Registration will begin at 4
p.m. Friday, with a reception at
5:30 and dinner at 7 p.m.
James Geltz, president of the
Bowling Green Sigma Delta Chi
student chapter will preside at
initiation ceremonies for the
Bowling Green and Toledo
university chapters.
Greg Favre. editor of the West
Palm Beach Post, will speak

A panel discussion on i
"Joumalism-So. What's New?"'
will begin at 9:30 a.m. Saturday.
PANELISTS will be Joseph
O'Conor; Frank Angelo~.
Associate executive editor, the
Detroit Free Press; James> .
Daubel, executive editor'."":'
Fremont News-Messenger; end I
the editors of the BG. Toledo and-"'
Ohio University campus j
newspapers
Ar i
A luncheon will be held ;it rj :«5"
p.m. with Guy Ryan, national-*!
president of Sigma Delta Chi; ;
Don Wolfe, assistant managing :
editor of the Blade: and Peter :
Kramer, associate editor. '
Newsweek magazine.

A MINI-FILM festival will
begin at 7:45 p.m. The program
will include prize-winning films
from the third annual PRSA Film
Festival held in Washington. D.C.
Films include:
"City of Spokane," with a
theme of citizenship and
government, first place at the
Washington festival.
"Life Cycle of the Salmon,"
with an ecology and conservation
theme, third place.
"Mariner-Mars '69." about
education and training, fifth
place.
At 8:45 p.m. Thursday David
London, creative director, and
Larry Rasmussen, art director of
the Wyse Advertising Agency,
Cleveland, will present "How to
Make a Pig Do a Commercial.''

J-weefc

Dr. Joseph A. Del Porto, chairman of the School of Journalism at the University,
discusses Journalism Week 1971 events with kkk-off speaker, University
President HoNis A. Moore Jr.

SIGMA
DELTA
rtii
professional journalism society,
will hold a two-day comnference
at the Perrysburg Holiday Inn

Isteffpheti
Dr. David Manning White, head of the
Division of Journalism, School of Public
Communication, Boston University, spoke at
several events during last year's Journalism
Week.

J
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Student gets Bridge job
. A

marketing

and

Bridge,

adver-

is

that

citizen

ting student in the College

participation at the planning

of

level has been expanded

Business Administration

has been

appointed

It

now

includes

most

The Bridge. Inc.. the central

groups which currently have

anti-drug

drug abuse programs in the

planning

agency

for the greater Toledo area.
Robert
man,

B

will

serve

coordinating
drug

community or are planning

Novvak, fresh-

abuse

unit

on

range

the

for

efforts

programs

anti-

in

with

the

purpose of

long-

reducing

drug abuse and the problems

the

since

an.

December,

Health Association because
it was felt a conflict could

The

to the

public relations task force of

Bridge

separation

was

develop if The Bridge were

recommended to The Bridge

both a planning and a service
agency.

Drug series receives

1
5
9
14
15
16

Peabody TV award

17
19
20

by

the

American

Social

leading to it.

gteater Toledo community.

The Family Tree, a drug

"The

Turned On Crisis." public television's nationwide

center

series on drug abuse, seen locally on Channel 70, was among

Bridge president, the most
important

^According to John I Carr.
aspect

reorganization

of

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

abuse

treatment

started by The Bridge in 1970

the 1971 winners of the George Foster Peabody Awards in

of

the

at 807 Superior St.. has been

Broadcasting

the

new

legally separated from The

The eight-week series, produced by VYQED, Pittsburgh, for

21
21
25
26
20
H

the Public Broadcasting Service, was designed to enlighten

Big N Cafeteria

the American public on the drug phenomenon and attempt to
reduce drug problems through education
The series was televised last February, March and April
on Channel 70

All You Can Eat.
Every Friday

In conjunction, the station produced a series

of live community forums to explore the extent of the drug
problem in the Wood County area.
The

Peabody awards,

Henry W

PERCH
DINNERS

which

are administered

by

the

Grady School of Journalism at the University of

IS
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
43

Georgia, are bestowed on radio and television programs.

H'aUQ'Q'H

Deep Fried Fillet
Tartar Sauce
French Fried Potatoes
Crisp Cole Slaw
Fresh Roll & Butler

46
47

ACROSS
Fiber (or rope.
Feminine title.
Turn back.
Indian.
Troops.
Quarter-round
molding.
Popular do a. Mar.
Fabricator.
An understanding.
Kind of school.
Political
K »-M"K ''ill'-1
United.
Froien dt-ssert.
Jen.
Capital of
Morocco.
Ski site.
Below standard,
English school.
Unlocks.
W.din* bird.
Kind of potato.
John Quincy
Civilian clnthen.
Tunny or tuna.
Of a church
season.
Coroner: Abbr.
Draw* nigh.

49 Motive coming
from within.
53 Most verdant.
57 Spacious.
58 Symbol on U.S.
coins: 2 words.
60 Key Weal, for
example.
61 French cheese.
62 Phone.
63 Granite.
64 Nostradamus.
65 II.HMI.III ,;'•
waterfront.
DOWN
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

In this place.
Tara's land.
Make money.
Wendy'* playmate: 2 words.
Cloak.
Kind «f cooperative in Russia.
Were
.?: 2
words.
Orienliil bird.
Novel.
Elusive one.
Nudge.
r- I. iin HI.ii \
Abbr.
Small parrot.

18
22
24
26
27
28
30
31
32
33
35
38
39
41
42
44
IS
18
49

Not suitable.
Peace
,
Elis: 2 words.
Norse goddess.
Amount
assessed.
Lot Alamos
pro due I.
Charged atoms.
Airborne.
One's special
talent.
Mark
Exchange blows.
Perfumes.
Parasol.
Altar boy.
Dip in a liquid:
Rare.
Sharp insight.
Famed Scottish
comedian.
Girl's nickname.
Spring flower.

50 Very.
51
eoat.
52 Declines.
54 Volund's

1 R

A
R

;

P

brother.

F

1 V
C 1
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55 Piece of wood.

* 11sMtR

56 Far: Prefix.
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A
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59 Auxiliary verb.
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$1 00 - III. S REQUIRED!

by Brant parker and Johnny hart

THE WIZARD OF ID

ONLY

4KSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

R

SIINDAV - OPKNING Til. 3 V M.- AIH'I.TS »! I

$1.29
Served from 4:00p.m. to 8:00p.m.

PARAMOUNT PICTURES IS PROUD TO ANNOUNCE THE RETURN
THE GREATEST FAMILY ENTERTAINMENT OF ALL TIMEI

1MI PMIIM OF IBC *0 »U
IM 3l"tU Hait ItKUcnlir km
I ..i I llmW

1080 S Main

Open 10 10 Daily

Sunday 11-6

BRYNNER BAXTER ROBINSON 0E CARLO PAGE I DEREK

THURSDAY IS BGSU IMITE
ALL AREA STUDENTS
REQUIRED

tl

SINDAV

1IITMMI

III. .11» M

1

$100
All! I.TS$1.00|
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CECIL B. DiMILLEJ —THE TEN COMMANDMENTS HESTON
„£(

.

Evi. al 7:30

—.

HARDSCN

low sSin

ANOTKON

..— ■ »

CAMPUS CALENDAR

^

Sat Sun at 2 30. 7 30

CLaSSIFIED «—

MONDAY, APRIL 10
AT 10 PM,
IN COLOR ON YOUR
NBC TV CHANNEL 13

ACADEMY
AWARDS
SHOW

Can You Guess The Academy Award Winners?
PICK UP AN ENIRY BLANK AT THIS THEATER
AND TAKE A CHANCE AT WINNING

The IHiSt' Ideology Club will meel Friday, at noon in 70
Overman I'.ill Mr Hubert Quick will speak on ' Mountain
Glaciations in Four Areas. ' or "The Junk Glaciers Didn t
Take " Collee will be served

Box office opens 6 90
The Chess Club will meet in Ihe Commuter Center Irom

Cartoon* at 7 oo

*«
Pllla

Furnished
^mly

CLASSROOMS, all at your
,ronl „„, Ph J52-9J02 »2

U"~."~n"

7JI6orJ52-40iS

a
"■*■
fSSlS. Hour
J-Tn.'S'«i

Room, single & double lor

GYMKHANA BGSU Sporl,
Car Club- Sunday April 9.

*£,»** '""" "'"'"*

«" ■*■

m

s,ove and

o(||(,f haJ movfd

_
„ „
'. ~ .. _
The Brothers ol Delta Tau
Delta congratulate Uura
and Scott on their DELT
lav.lKring

Club at the comer ol 7th 1
,, „ KoI „„„, ,„,„ ...i.
M,.sn, JSJ.JJJ,
*»""*"
, M, or rt, ..,urn
VnUi

n...^«^'
EUROPE"

lor sum sub Contact Ms
,„. Rrnnllrd
Uur, Nov|rt

.,L
Bike

across

llaly'Paola. 2160-2 Paterson
Dr.. Eugene. Or 97405

■«"
Preferred Properties offers
exclusive 4Ds Club and Rec
Center Model open 7 days a
wk 8-5 Mon-Fn 1-5 Sat and
Sun al 7th ii High 4Ds Club
352 9378 or J52 7324

relrigerator ,n each r«,m
Available summer and lall

Reg II SCI Ice Arena Parking
Lot call 2-4453 lor into

Plaques, trophies, same-day
engraving See \ atari's 109
Saaday. April I. 1172

FRIDAY. SATURDAY. SUNDAY ONLY

Student Worship Service will meet in Trout Chapel on Sun
day al II 30 p m The guest minister Kid Mark Small H
Irom Toledo, and the Chapel Singers musician is Derrick
Roberts

St 7 10

N

M ln

*

f BM

See Suspense and Terror in a Modem Sense

I don't care what
your wife calls me
..as long as you do!

The Campus Bridge Club will hold a Duplicate Bridge
Match Sunday April 9 in Ihe Ohio Suite ol the University
Union All bridge players are welcome to come The time is

p,,,,,^ Properties Rental
,0 Th, 41)$

p|j„

Ph,la»*«lph».

Pa

,9|16
Slu0fms
Jub|e|

,

d

„M

(or

nttded

l0

,umm,r

Pool air cond Falcon Apis

3S2 a0m,M

*

For Sale Boys Schwinn 10speed conliaenUI exc cond
Many extra SJ52-7400

I'relcrred Properties oilers
„ciusive 4Ds Club and Reel
,,„,„ Model open 7 davs a
wk 8-5 Mon-Fn 1-5 Sat and
Sun „ „„ & ,i,,„ ADsClub
phone 352-9378 or 352-7324
__

•150 watt
Electrophonic
AM FM stereo with 2 25
xlJ" speakers Call 2-JMI

WANTED' One lemale to
furnished
sub|el
3.m,n
,„,„
Air-cond Pool;
6 x mo avaM
Mav 15 s2.

Meal Coupon book -J20 00
Call Connie STz-iir

alter 7

Would you believe that you
could have your own bedroom and own bath (or only
135 00 lor the whole summer
at Winthrop Terrace-352-9135
Summer
Apartments
Summer Reduced Rates 3539663 352 1972
NEEDED-I FM RM FOR
t person Apt (or Fall Call
354-2791
Bowling Green's only exclusive
recreation
room
Heated
Indoor
Pool-Gas
Fireplace-Party
Room
w kitchen facilities and barOutside Courtyard w patios
and gas grills-Dance AreaLocker Rooms
all this
offered
by
Prelerred
Properties ph 352-9378 or
152-7124

0025 alter 6 00

Needed 4 girls to sublease
apt tor summer at discount
rent, brick bookcase and
June rent both Iree. call 3525651
Summer Sublet I Bdrm
Fum Apt 1125 Mo 354-0732

I top m
65 Honda 300 Beat Oiler
call 354-12*3

Some day I'll
have my own
business!

The Society lor Creative Anachronism Incorporated, will
meel Sunday Irom 2-5 p m in 200 Moseley I'all They will
meel outside i( the weather permits lor weapons practice
This is Ihe ONLY meeting before KY Tourney

The Sailing Club will meel Sunday at 7 30 p m in I'ayes
Hall, room 203 Open to all interested persons

Maatav. April II. 1172

The Christian Science Organization will meet Monday.
April 10 Irom 1 00-5 00 p m in the Harrison Room ol the
Union Ted Hawkins, an experienced Christian Scientist,
will be available to meet with interested students.

NO SEC V * 1^
t, ,. :., I.-I « »

M . —....-

INtMUl !

HELP WANTED
WANTED male student to
help with convalescent male
Call 3544932 between 1-9
pm

at 9:00

BROTHERHOOD OF SATAN

Ride
needed Pittsburgh
April 21 call Meg: JAM

PERSONALS
FRI, SAT

GYMKHANA BGSU Sports
Car Club. Sunday April I.
Reg II JO Ice Arena Parting Lot. call 2-4453 lor uilo
John-I can explain everything about that man you
saw me with in I.uckey' Call
me at JM-9250-Marsha pol
•ov.

ONLY at 1030

BLOOD AND LACE
CM YOU

are "dye-lag' lo see you at
the tie-dye party on Sunday

RIDES

A demon spin) ol morder and madness
holds a California town in the grips of terror

Guess The Academy Award Winners?
Pick Up An Entry Blank Al

This Theater And Tike A Chinee At Winning

Diana Kjaer • Robert Strauss • Anne Grete ^
ngerSundh- Tommy Blom *=-•■= Qt)

KUUL

9 311 a m to J 00 p in on Saturday

In-CarHcateri Avallabli
i opt tonal i

I'm putting
my boyfriend

everyone
Dominos

talph 352 ISM

Saturday. April 1.117:

\
\

*
the

L. '•'S °^C*n",,"
everyday Irom0
9 to 5
Clinics and Irv outs lor I'ockev cheerleadmg will be held
April 12. 17 and III al 5 45 p in in the lei Arena Curling
Kink

Sal a tan-2, 1:M. 5 40. 1 30. 9 30

girls from "FANNY HILL,'
' "I, A WOMAN #3" and
'"WITHOUT A STITCH"
/ ... together for the first time!

^ PARKING. SHOPS.

you

FREE PASSES

i It's a business doing

^,r

hair tould be a student or
Friday. April 7, IIR

.NOW>
En.-7 30 I 30

someCoca^ola Wall Clockblue eyes »|rer,m,J long

FREE PASSES

MOTORCYCLIST DRIVER
EDUCATION
AND
SAFETY INSTRUCTION by
CYCLE SAFETY.
INC
motorcycles It helmets provided: for further informalion
contact.
Northwest
Yamaha II] E. Washington

Kay-Confratulatlon on your
lavalhertnl-love in KD-your
sisters

THETA ALPHA PHI1

Want to keep that nice Flor
Ida tan'' Try some Kanon
lace tan to keep your regular
tan a little longer Regular
S3 each, special introductory
oiler, available at Nichols
Clothiers only, now IS cents

The sisters of Kappa Delta

Here's your hints to a hand

W4M

Will take best oiler on Borg
Warner 8 Track car stereo.

value 8159 M new Gino J72
***!
•17 Corvette 4T. 4-speed 2
Wps.sid«pipMS2J-aS«4
BUYING
CAN
BE
CHEAPER
THAN
RENTING WO DOWN 70
Mobile Home. »i2J. Unlurn
Air Cond Set up on lot in Ct
10 mi Irom Campus 419-669«M1 Eves
anytime week
ends
m CHEVELLE SSM Conv.
18P, PS. PB. / own J&J-J471
——
FOR SALE IMS Simca
White «-door needs repair
Beat otter Call Debi 3521215 213 Greenview
1M7 Detroiler good cond .
lurnisbed. ph 3M-5tt7
—————
UN HOC IcUaalc I excellent
atsj. Trans. Body, Call S52OtSfl between S6r« 30
Bowlasg Green's only exclualve
recreation
room
Hasted
Indoor
Pool-Gas
Fireplace-Party
Room
w kitchen facilities and barOutside Courtyard w/patioa
and gas rills-Dance AreaLocker Rooms, al) this
offered
by
Preferred
Properties ph 352 9378 or
552-7114

NMded

,

p

„,„,„„

I0,

summer
Can have own
room air conditioning and
pool lor 1150 00 total JS43521

4-man apt lor summ suN
Free air cond and cable
TV one block Irom campus
Call 352-7219

Preferred Properties Rental
office has moved to The 4Ds
Three Bedroom house, completelv carpeted, available Club at the comer of 7th 4
Summer and Fall r8-21»
High For rental info, call
352 9378 or 152-7124
Bowling Green s onlv excluFor Rent Summer Quarter
aivi
recreation
room
2-man apartment B2-0119
Heated
Indoor
Pool-Gas
Fireplace Party
Room
, kitchen (acilities and bar
Sublet 2 Bdrm townhse lor
1150 mo' 352-9241
Outside Courtvard w pains
and gas grills-Dance AreaLocker
Rooms, all this
SUBLET FOR SUMMER
ottered
by
Prelerred
2.3 or 4 MAN. I'NIV
Properties ph. 351-9378 or VILLAGE
NEED
352-7324
SOMEONE BY MONDAY.
__
CALL 352-0812
S-F or M rmte needed, su
lum Ph 352-552S
Light cheerful room (or
male ' 1 block oil campus on
Troup St Call alter 5. J529117
Sub-let lor Summer 3-4 man
apt
close to campus. 2
Ddrm air condnraved fully
furnished
new paint anil
carpet Call 352-5616 Great
Rates
Preferred Properties Rental
office has moved to The 4Ds
Club at the comer ol 7th «
High For rental into call
J52-9J78. 352 7J24
Student Apartments The
Quiel Ones 3SJ-9I6J-J52 1972

Apt lor summer 6135 3 or 4
man 1 block from campus
Call Natalie MSN

1 Fa wanted now sublet
Cherry Hill Pool, rec cea>
ler 855 mo April Iree 352
622*

CAMPUS
MANOR behind
Burger Chef for the finest In

Student Apartments Responsible management 35J-M63

Preferred Properties oilers
exclusive Alls Club and Rec
Center Model open 7 days a
wk. 8 5 Mon-Fti 1-5 Sat and
Sun at 7th* High. 4Ds Club.
152-9378 or 352-7324
4 to sublet apt June Iree MO
ea month Cherry Hill 3520027 after 5 00
Why room in an apartment
complex when you can LIVE
at Greenview this summer''
Apt overlooking pool. June
free
Love Thy Neighbor
and hers and his and
352
0459 after ( p m or 172-2003
during the day
To sublease one bedroom
apartment, two blocks from
campus
For
immediate
occupancy 8125 per month

Call 354-6161 or 3722621
Apt. to sublet summer Two
bedrm Air Cond June rent
paid Call &2-7I3*

Th. tO N... F-kkry, Ap.il 7, 197»/»•#• 7

Class compiles insurance question list
• from po0# I

Last quarter's advanced
life underwriting class
compiled the following list of
questions that can be useful
to a student when choosing
an insurance company:
WHAT ARE the insurance
needs of a college student"

Cow does a student pick a
good company and agent?
Kow does this company
stand with the insurance
commissioner of Ohio? Are
there many complaints filed
with the commissioner
against the company in
question0
What other persons in the

HURT to hold
recycling drive
NtMfMi by Ow J

HURT. Inc (Help Us
Recycle Trash) will conduct
its monthly trash drive
tomorrow to collect
material for recycling
Collections will be made
from 9 30 am to 12 30 p.m.
at the Girl Scout House in
City Park. Peace Lutheran

Th« first worm day of th« quarter, with
t«mp*ratur*> in the 60"I, brought new
enthusiasm for th« out-of-doors and for
somoono, a lost kit*.

K of C Council to serve
Bowling Green parishes
A Knights of Columbus
Council will be instituted in
Bowling Green on Tuesday.
April 11 at St Aloysius
School. 150 S Enterprise St
The council will serve the
St Aloysius and St Thomas
More parishes, as well as
parishes in the surrounding
area The council institution
ceremonial will be
conducted at 8 p.m. by Our
Lady of Fatima Council No
3564 from Toledo
The Knights of Columbus
is an organization of

LIMITED
RESEARCH
TIME?
RUSHED? HASSLED?
CRAMMING?
Let The no 1 Professional
Research and Reteience Sei
vice Help Shoulder The Load
for information call
or write

TERM PAPERS
UNLIMITED
Or CLEVELAND
1900 Euclid Ave Suite 208
Cleveland. Ohio 44115
(216)781-9110

Catholic men. 18 years of
age or more It is dedicated
to the principles of charity,
unity, fraternity and
patriotism
The organization forms
and supports youth activity
programs, inner city action
projects and ecumenical
programs at the community
and parish levels.

THE ORIGINAL:

BIGEL0W
MUSIC SHOPPE
28 YEARS OF SERVING
BOWLING GREEN

Apartments
803 & 815 8th St.
2 bedroom-furnished

353-7303

Laundry
building

Drilling OH
rt)l
d.yi
PSlud«nl n'i*»'i n lHII> ;"Bur

NOW TAKING DEPOSITS
for Fall Quarter and
Summer School
Apartments Assigned on a
first come - first served
basis
Winthrop South - 400 E. Napoleon Rd.

Phone 352-9135

Somebody loves you
*liun. — 3a4T>. fri.ond Sat.
Hptm. — ?aim, Swv tVu Thurs.
urs FACE rr.' Evurraow NKDS SOMC <±&>**T=
So, truck on out to Pogliai's

English majors at the
University will be aided in
finding new career
opportunities through a
series of "mini-seminars" to
be held Monday. April 10
through Wednesday. April 12
According to Lee Caldwell
of the English advising
office, the meetings are
designed to encourage
English majors to think
ahead to future jobs, rather
than just getting a
bachelor's degree, and to
point out to them that there
are many fields other than
teaching open to English
majors.
Especially stressed will be
the fact that with some postgraduate training in other
skills.
"some careful

TONIGHT

JOSH WHITE JR.

CALL NOW!

352-0717

supplementing on the
student's part." the English
major can enter such fields
as law, public relations,
advertising, journalism and
business. Caldwell said
ALL THE seminars will be
held from 7:30-9 30 p m in
the conference rooms of
Offenhauer Hall.
The Monday seminar will
deal with careers in

MMWMiMflA

teaching, the Tuesday
seminar with careers In law
and journalism and live
Wednesday seminar wioi
careers in public relations,
advertising and other
professional fields.
Speakers will include
University
faculty;
representatives of the
professional fields and
personnel from the
placement office.

ENGLISH ADVISING
ANNOUNCEMENT
(Juniors & Seniors)

AFTER GRADUA MM... THEN WHA T
Check your mail. Majors in American Studies
and English Majors (both Liberal Arts and Education) are reminded to sign up tor a 3 night
mini-seminar. 7:30-9:30 each night: Offenhauer Tower "A" (11th floor) April 10, 11,
and 12: "CAREERS IN ENGLISH." This is your
chance to learn what your major in English
can offer you in today's labor market.

Invite us to your next party

8:00 Grand Ballroom

WE'LL MAKE IT YOUR BEST

ADMISSION S1.00

TABLES
CHAIRS
FOUNTAINS
PLANTS &
TREES
GLASSWARE

INTERESTED IN HELPING STUDENTS FIND OUT WHAT
EVENTS AND ACTIVITIES ARE COMING TO CAMPUS?

IE SO HERE IS YOUR BIG CHANCE

Rent All Your Party Time Needs
from

Party Time Palace

Your Help Is Needed In The Areas Of:

'.

please Contact Dennis Petine
Coordinator Of Communications (SBO)
405 STUDENT SERVICES BLDG.
372-2951

1974 COULD
FIND YOU JUST
ANOTHER
COLLEGE GRAD
ORAJR.EXECIN
MANAGEMENT.
If you're a young man or woman with 2 academic years remaining either at
the undergraduate or graduate level, you can apply for entry in the Air Force's
2-year ROTC program, offered on college campuses all across the country. If you
qualify, you'll receive a $100 a month, nontaxable subsistence allowance. And on
graduating, you'll receive an officer's commission in the Air Force. Also, this year,
for the first time, the Air Force is offering hundreds of scholarships in the Air Force
ROTC 2-year program paying full tuition; lab expenses; incidental fees; a textbook allowance and the same $100 each month, tax free. For more information,
mail in the coupon today. Or, call 800-631-1972 toll free.' Enroll in the Air Force
ROTC, and get your future off the ground.
'In New Jersey call 800-962-280).

DIVISION BEE GEE RENTAL

125W.POERD.
OR CALL OUR PARTY LINE

352-1604
BygygygyBHBffiaBBSffiaEHS

BOWLING GREEN — TEL. 352-0265

HELD OVER- 3rd WK.
NOW! — Monday thru Thursday - 8 P.M.
Friday 7& 10 Sat
2:30. 7 & 10 Sun 2 5 8 PM
STUDENT PRICES FOR THURSDAY
AND SUNDAY WIU NOT APPLY TO -

"THE GODFATHER"

BRAVO.BRANDOS GODFATHER
"THE YEAR'S FIRST REALLY UTISFYNN. Ilfi COMMERCIAL
AMERICAN FILM. ONE Of THE MOST IRUTAL AM MflM
CHRONICLES Of AMERICAN UFE E«ER DESKHED WITHIN
THE LIMITS OF POPULAR ENTERTAINMENT. '
-V«t"C<"tT H».YO.»T.«tt

"A SUPERIOR WORK Of POPULAR ENTERTAINMENTI
REMINDS US Of THE VANISHED PLEASURES Of THE 010FASHI0NE0 GANGSTER MOVIES! WHAT MORE CMU VJE
POSSIILT WANT FROM A MOVIE7 MW OFTEN, THESE MVS
M WE BET ANVTHNM LSI ALL THAT?

"THE SODf ATHER' IS A MOVIE THAT SEEMS TO HAVE
EVERYTHNMI WARMTH. VIOLENCE, MSTALIIA. THE
CHARISMA OF MARLON IRAN00 IN ONE Of HIS FINEST
PERFORMANCES, AND THE 0TNASTIC SWEEP Of AN
ITALIAN-AMERICAN BONE WITH THE WIM'I"
—TumUNiK,

The *f The •&

,<-£»«, . s„bs• SrWhttti

miPA

Stancik said he thinks
parents have experience In
insurance and are able to
offer guidance.

IN CONCERT

or g.vethem a loving call at

J®L-~l5d I

The advanced life
underwriting class believed
a student should discuss
insurance policies with his
parents.

'Mini-seminars' planned

ARE YOU BORED?

North & South

Free ample parking

SEPT. 1 TO JUNE IS
1973 - $58.75/mo.

VIOLET, Stancik and
Delaney recommended that
students take an insurance
course if possible
The University currently
offers a course in
understanding the principles
of insurance The course is
open to all students

T«l

WIIMTHROP TERRACE

Central air conditioning

ATSUO/mo.
(2-3-4 man)

agents A student is within
his rights to ask an agent to
leave his residence
William F. Lanning.
assistant dean of students,
said if an agent is
unwelcome in a campus
residence hall, the student
involved can report the
incident to Campus Safety.

ADVERTISING & COMMUNICATIONS

facilities in

LEASES AVAILABLE
JUNE 15 TO
AUGUST31

• Summn new c.v (ease plan
• Pu'chdsp special savings
• Hostels camping discount dob
For Fro* Folder writs: .it
555 Filth Avc NY 10017 697-5800

353-7308

Open 9-5

Fully carpeted

1 PER DAY©
CAR IN EUROPE

15% discount on certain guitars
10% discount on phonographs, 8-tracks

OFFICE
Free cable TV.

STUDENT- FACULTY PLAN

$

The Most Complete
Line Of Instruments
And Accessories In B.G.

Four
Man

Interested persons should
contact one of the temporary
officers before April II.
Joseph Subic Sr (353-11831 is
temporary chairman and
Elden w' Martin (354-07411
or (372-2433) is temporary
secretary.
Those who may already be
Knights are encouraged to
transfer to this council

Church and St. Marks
Lutheran Church
HURT officials said no
food or beverage cans can be
accepted since there is no
available market for these
items
The organization will
accept newspapers and
magazines, securely tied;
glass bottles and jars,
rinsed, tops off and metal
rings removed, aluminum
scrap; clean TV dinner
trays, pie tins and similar
containers The organization
requests that these
materials be separated
before delivery to a pick-up
point
Since HURT
was
organized last September,
more than 156.000 pounds of
material have been collected
for recycling

area have purchased policies
from this company, so the
prospective buyer can
question clients about their
impressions of the company
and agentn
Is the companv licensed in
New York"
What is the agents titleIs he a CLU (chartered life
underwriter)?
Does the company sell all
plans or does it concentrate
mainly on the college plan
and graduating seniors?
ALTHOUGH not having a
CLU dots not mean an agent
is unreliable, the class
agreed that an agent who
holds the title usually has a
great deal of technical
knowledge about insurance
To receive the title, an
agent must pass 10
examinations, a process that
usually takes about five
years
Students also said a person
is not legally bound to a
policy until lie accepts the
actual policy from the agent
by signing a release
statement
Before that time, he may
cancel the policy without
responsibility for any loan
payments incurred by the
policy
The class said students
should not be afraid of

[R]$£B»

I undenund iherc i* no.JJ«.I..II

Find yourself a scholarship in Air Force ROTC.

I tOUWQTMCK MMJM AVAIUMMJ 01 ftM*»M<M«T NMCOMMI | I

m
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Face Wittenberg tomorrow

Cortland trounces stickers
By JACK CARLE
Sports Editor

Finhmon Mikt Wilcox (38), who itart. on
dtbnu and movei to midfirld on man-up
tituationt, attompti to move toward the goal
in tho Falcons first gam* of the year. B6
ploys Wittenberg tomorrow at 2 p.m. in the

It started out as a nice day
in Bowling Green yesterday
The sun was shining and the
temperature was about 60
degrees.
But the skies darkened in
late afternoon and the wind
and rain started up and the
weather became not so nice
The Bowling Green
lacrosse team was playing
under that sunshine but as
the skies got dark so did
they, because the Cortland
State Red Dragons romped
past BG 22-9
It was the second dark day
for the stickers this week as
on Tuesday, the touring
Australian
National
Lacrosse team also bested
BG, 15-6.
The Falcons held a brief 2I lead early in the first
quarter but Cortland led by
first team ail-American
Steve Wehrum and
attackmen John Eberenz

and Bert Sevems swept past
the Falcons, allowing them
only one goal in the second
period to hold a 14-5 led at
half time
Cortland got on the
scoreboard first in a minute
and a half with a goal by
Wehrum from Sevems and
that quick score was just an
indication of things to come.
Vem Zabeck, starting for
BG on attack in place of Leif
Elsmo tied the game at 1-1 as
he got the ball on a
breakaway near the
possesion line and then beat
goalie Dan Viglione one-onone.
LADDIE HORYL put BG
into their only lead 2-1 with
an unassisted goal as he
moved from behind the net
to score.
The closest BG got after
that was a tie at 3-3 on a goal
by Bob Decker from Zabeck
but then Wehrum. Eberenz
and Severns and company
took over and turned the
contest into a romp.

Cortland averaged 17 goals
a game last season and are
doing just as well this year
as 12 players figured in the
scoring with the three
attackmen (Wehrum,
Eberenz and Severns)

having 12 of 22 goals and
seven of the 13 assists.
f.'oryl led the BG offense
with four goals while Decker
contributed two scores and
Dave Ziparo. Paul Galaski
and Zabeck had one each
Paul Wayne, Elsmo and
Zabeck all had assists.
The stickers felt the loss of
middies Barry Brandman
and Terry Cameron as the
present BG midfield units
had a hard time winning
face-offs and also on the
midfield defense
THE FALCONS will have
today to regroup their forces
as tomorrow they face
always tough Wittenberg
Wittenberg is 1-0 in the
league having beaten Ohio
State 9-5 last week Steve
Achilles returns on attack
and in three games this year
he has scored six goals IV
also has eight assists
Achillies had identical two
goal.
four
assist
performances against OSU

Mickey Cochrane

Stadium

Baseballers will
meet Redskins
BY JOE HI lit'IIIt'K
Sporti Writer
Tho road to a iirsl-ever
Mid-Ameriran Conference
baseball title begins this
weekend for the Bowling
Green baseball contigent as
they host Miami University
in a three-game series at
Stellar Field
The series opener gets
underway this afternoon
with a single clash at 3 30
followed by tomorrow s
doublehcader beginning at
1:00 pm
The Redskins of coach Bud
Middaugh currently sport an
impressive 13-4 mark and
along with Ohio University
are regarded as co-favorites
to win the MAC crown Like
Bowling Green. Miami is
trying to shed the
bridesmaid role as they have
never won a MAC baseball
title, although they were
second to Ohio University by
one game last season
A strong team in all
departments, the Redskins
especially shine in the
pitching department,
sporting an overall 2 59 team
earned run average
Southpaws Buddy Schultz
and Gary Wright, along with
righthander Gary Cooper,
spearhead the Miami
moundsmen Cooper and
Schultz carry perfect 3-0

marks while Wright is 3-1.
The Redskins hitting
attack has also been a strong
point this season with six
regulars over the 300 mark.
Cooper leads the Miami hit
parade with a 408 mark with
Gene Ziegler (.351), Art
Grzeskowiak I 3511. Al Mills
(3331, BriC Florence I 313)
and Dennis Smith i 3081 also
providing the offense
Both squads locked horns
in an evenly-matched series
last season at Miami with
the Redskins taking all three
encounters by 8-7. 5-4. and 3
2 scores.
Aside from a few humps
and bruises, coach Don
I'urvis' Falcons are in
relatively good shape for
this weekend s Miami
series I'urvis lists Mike
F'rilling. Jim Meerpohl and
either Jeff Lessig or Rio
Richmond as probable
hurlers lor this weekend
In the infield, the Falcons
will have either Mark
Aiiunons or Mike Sullivan at
first base. Hod Allen at
second. Gary I'aas at
shortstop and captain Ralph
Clapp at third base Rich
Arbinger will do the
catching while I'aul Miles.
Mike Wood and either Tim
I'ettonni. Dick Selgoor Jim
Kosnaugh handle the outfield
chores

"WE'LL WIN by about 16
points, despite all their
talk," said Jim I'aines.
president of the BG Club
The ruggers will play
without five starters from
last fall's team They have
been lost due to injuries,
jobs and student teaching
"I think we can fill the
holes in the line-up " said
vice-president Roger
Mazzarella. "We have
enough key people returning
to hold things together
Cincinnati may be in for a
big surprise."

The club will play its first
home game next week
against John Carroll at 12:30
p m at Sterling Farm

Neiters
will host
Eastern
The Bowling Green tennis
team has a home match
tomorrow beginning at 1
p.m on the Ice Arena
Courts
The Falcon nctters lost a
heartbreaker 5-4 to Central
Michigan last weekend and
tomorrow will entertain the
other new member of the
Mid-American Conference,
Eastern Michigan
BGll-5) is led by junior
Tom Lightvoet in the first
singles where he is 4-2
including wins last weekend.
6-2. 6-2 over Central He also
won at first doubles.
Coach Bob Gill is planning
some chances in the lower
doubles matches for
tomorrow's meet as they
proved to be the Falcons
downfall last weekend
The netters next weekend
will be busy with home
matches scheduled for
Friday against Miami and
Saturday against Wayne
State

The Tigers are the third
choice of league coaches
behind the Falcons and
number one Denison for the
league crown this year.
The game tomorrow is
scheduled to get underway
at 2 p.m. in the stadium

Nicklaus leads Masters
storms past Snead
AUGUSTA, Ga (API Jack Nicklaus pulled his
sagging game together with
a late charge, made up six
strokes in as many holes and
swept into the first round
lead in the Masters golf
championship yesterday
with a four-under-par 68
The blond and burly
Nicklaus, stormed past
59-year-old Sam Snead who
ambled out of the mists of

history with a brilliant 69
Snead had a chance for a
share of the top spot in this
72 hole chase for the famed
green jacket that goes to the
winner But the quivering
nerves of three-and-a-half
decades of competition,
nerves that forced him to
adopt the bizarre side-saddle
putting stance, caught up
with the old sweet-swinger
on the 18th green

Thinclads do more than run
By JIM FERSTLE

Buddy Schulti

Linksmen on rood
By JEFF MAYS
Sports Writer
The Bowling Green
golfers will be playing the
role of the "darkhorse''
today when they compete in
the first round of the
Marshall Invitational at
I'untington. W. V'a.

Ruggers open
The Bowling Green Rugby
club will open its spring
season Saturday against the
University of Cincinnati
The game will be played in
Cincinnati beginning at I
p.m
Both teams played in the
Dayton
Invitational
Tournament last fall and
while BG finished in first
place. Cincinnati walked off
the field during a first round
game against Dayton The
Bearcat coach withdrew his
team to protest poor
officiating
The Cincinnati student
paper carried an article
about the tournament the
following week
In the
article the coach said he
thought the best team had
not won and that his team
was looking forward to
another shot at the Falcons.

and North Carolina for the
Tigers.
Al Galicki had three goals
in both the OSU game and
the North Carolina contest
while defenseman Ron
Klawitter stopped highscoring
Skip
Van
BourgondianofOSU.

SPOITS
"We really have to be
considered a darkhorse.
considering the field." coach
John i'iper said "Morehead
State iKy.t. Ohio State and
Virginia Tech would have to
be the favorites Morehead
State finished eight shots
ahead of us in the Miami
i Fla i Invitational and Ohio

State and Virginia Tech are
both tough "
OSU finished one place
ahead of the Falcons last
week in the quadrangular at
Columbus
Other teams in the field
included
Mid-American
Conference representatives
Ohio University. Toledo and
Western Michigan as well as
E astern
Kentucky.
Louisville. Xavier and host
Marshall
The 22-team field will teeoff at 8:30 this morning at
the Spring Valley Golf
Course in Huntington and
finish tomorrow on the tough
Guyan Country Club layout.
Tom Fortuna, a junior
transfer student from
Oklahoma State will be
making his first appearnace
for BG as he moves up to the
number-six slot replacing
senior Mike Gardner The
rest of the line-up remains
the same with seniors Rick
Faulk and Jim Stone the
number one and two men
followed by freshmen Ken
Walters
and
Mark
McConnell and sophomore
Steve Blowers
The next meet for the
linksmen will be at the Kent
Invitational next weekend.

Weekends
bring
competition, like the
Kentucky Relays in
Lexington, this Friday and
Saturday, but what does the
track team do the rest of the
week"
They run a lot, right'"
Well, that'spartially right
"What do you mean,
partially right'' 1 see them
all the time running around
campus in their orange
pajamas
True, but that's only part
of the team
"Oh yeah, those other
clowns out there on the
track Bucking forty mile an
hour winds, throwing balls
and spears, jumping over
bars and hurdles and stuff, I
guess they're part of the
team too."
Now you're getting close

"Jocks sure have it easy
Run around for an hour or
so. then go eat at a training
table with better food than
the rest of us Plus, on
weekends you miss Friday
classes to drive to some
meet "
YOU'RE A LITTLE off
base on that one First,
practice begins at 3 15 p.m.
and usually lasts until 5 p.m.
That's only for sprinters,
hurdlers and the field event
men The distance men run
at seven in the morning for
45 minutes to an hour and
cover between seven and ten
miles
Second, jocks don't get
better food The eat at the
same careterias and
consume the same foods as
everyone else.
Finally, missed classes,
tests and required work
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must be made up and some
of those drives" last ten to
12 hours
"Run. run. run. that's all
you id i Just put one foot in
front of the other, flow easycan you get?"
Easy? Try running next to
your car when it's going at
15mph and keep going for
a mile Besides trackmen
are not all runners
Some jump hurdles that
are three feet high, others
jump higher than their own
height, while some use
fiberglass poles to propel

them even higher There is
even an event that combines
all of these skills, the
decathalon. it consists of ten
different events
"1 guess there's a little
more to it than I thought "
Yes. all you see is the end
product, the meet results
For every Sid Sink or Dave
Wottle there are five more
guys you never hear about,
who sweat and suffer along
with them to help make the
Falcon track program a

McCracken & James
Fri. & Sat. - Apr. 7 & 8
9P.M.-1 A.M.

MAKE YOUR RESERVATIONS NOW
Village
Pettii> S Alpine
Restaurant

117 N. Main

353-0512

Downtown Bowling(ireen

AT

BRIAR HILL
GOLF COURSE

Ridge Manor Apartments
519 RIDGE ST.

Closest location in fine
apartment living.

Weekdays
Saturdays
Sundays
Holidays

$2.50 all day
$3.50 all day

Summer Apartments - $ 1 lb mo (2-3-4 man)
(Including All Utilities!

Rt. 18 in N.Baltimore

352-0717

15 Min from B 6

BGSU SPORTS CAR CLUB

GYMKHANA
APRIL 9
ICE ARENA PARKING LOT
_
FOR INFO CALL
t, ..
Reg. 11:30
2-4453 2-4130

PIZZA - for the good times.
203 N. M.in

Bowling Bum. Ohio

__OQ»W«_OAYTON» IX MIL! HATIONM. CM»MWQNSHI> MM

DAYTONA BEACH
DAYTONA BEACH. FLA . Mar. 12 Highlighting * week of racing in
which Yamaha broke three rtcoidi end dominated every tvtnt. Don
Emdt of San Diego thundered to victory .n the Oaytona 200 Milt
National aboard the new Yamaha 350 TR3
Making victory even tweeter for Vamaha wtrt Ray Hempsttad. David
Smith, and Fred Guttntr who finished 2nd. 3rd. and 5th respectively all astride Vamaha 3501
In the process of winning the "Daytona 200." Emde itt two major
precedenti hn Vamaha was the first 2 stroke tvtr to take tht monty
in the 200 Classic, and at 350cc tht TR3 is tht smallest brka tvtr to
win m thn rtct. where compel.tors pack up to 7S0cc. Emdt's average
apttd. inducting pit stops, was a blistering 103.368 mph on the twisting
3.8 rrxk course
A combination of outstanding performance and Yamaha reliability under
firt, were the overriding factors that put Yamaha machinta in tht monty
in every major Daytona event.

352-6782
352-5166

NORTHWEST
YAMAHA
112 EAST WASHINGTON
352-7609

